Abstract SCORE is a recent approach to network community detection proposed by Jin [7] . In this note, we propose a simple improvement of SCORE, SCORE+, and compare its performance with several other methods, using 10 different network data sets. For 7 of these data sets, the performances of SCORE and SCORE+ are similar, but for the other 3 data sets (Polbooks, Simmons, Caltech), SCORE+ provides a significant improvement.
Introduction
Community detection is a problem that has received considerable attention [10, 16, 3] . Consider an undirected network N and let A be its adjacency matrix:
A(i, j) = 1, if there is an edge connecting node i and j, 0, otherwise.
We assume the network is connected, consisting of K perceivable non-overlapping communities C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C K , and each node belongs to exactly one of them; K is assumed as known in this paper. The community labels (for each node, the label takes values from {1, 2, . . . , K}) are unknown, and the goal is to use (A, K) to predict them. In statistics, this is known as the clustering problem. Similar to "cluster", "community" is a concept that is scientifically meaningful but mathematically hard to define. Intuitively, communities are clusters of nodes that have more edges "within" than "across" [7, 17] . Note that "communities" and "components" are two very different concepts: different communities may be connected, and different components are not. Table 1 presents 8 network data sets which we analyze in this paper. The first 6 datasets can be downloaded from http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/netdata/, and the other two are from [14, 15] (see also [4, 12] ). For all these data sets, the true labels are suggested by the original authors/curators, and we use them as the "ground truth".
Conceivably, for some of the data sets, some nodes may have mixed memberships [2, 9, 16] . To alleviate the effect, we have some pre-processing. For the Polbooks data, we removed all the books that are labeled as "neutral". For the football data, we removed the five "independent" teams. For the UKfaculty data, we removed the smallest group which only contains 2 nodes. After the pre-processing, our assumption of "non-overlapping" communities is reasonable.
A popular network modeling approach is to think the upper triangle of the adjacency matrix as independent Bernoulli variables, and assume that for a symmetrical nonnegative matrix Ω,
A = E[A] + (A − E[A]),
where E[A] = Ω − diag(Ω) and rank(Ω) = K, 
, where the rank of "signal" is K.
This low-rank matrix model encompasses many recent network models (e.g., the Block Model (BM) and Degree-Corrected Block Model (DCBM)).
The orthodox SCORE
SCORE, or Spectral Clustering On Ratios-of-Eigenvectors, is a recent approach to community detection proposed by Jin [7] . SCORE consists of three simple steps.
Orthodox SCORE. Input: adjacency matrix A and the number of communities K. Output: community labels of all nodes.
• (PCA). Obtain the first K leading eigenvectorsξ 1 ,ξ 2 , . . . ,ξ K of A (we callξ k the k-th leading eigenvector if the corresponding eigenvalue is the k-th largest in absolute value).
• (Post-PCA normalization). Obtain the n × (K − 1) matrix of entry-wise eigen-ratios by
where the ratio of two vectors should be understood as the vector of entry-wise ratios.
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• (Clustering). Cluster by applying k-means to rows ofR, assuming there are ≤ K clusters.
The main innovation of SCORE is the second step, without which SCORE reduces to the classical PCA. The goal of this step is to mitigate the effect of degree heterogeneity. The degrees contain very little information of the community structure and pose merely as a nuisance, but severe degree heterogeneity make different entries of the leading eigenvectors badly scaled. As a result, without this step, SCORE tends to cluster nodes according to their degrees instead of the community structure, and thus have unsatisfactory clustering results. Take the Weblog data for example: with and without this step, the error rates of SCORE are 58/1222 and 437/1222 respectively. See Jin [7] for details.
) . Note that we may choose to threshold all entries of the n × (K − 1) matrix by ± log(n) from top and bottom, but this is not always necessary. For all data sets in this paper, thresholding or not only has a negligible difference.
SCORE is fast, easy to use, tuning free, conceptually simple, and competitive in clustering accuracy; see [7] . It is a flexible idea, and can be conveniently extended to many different settings such as network mixed membership estimation [9] , topic estimation in text mining [11] , state aggregation in control theory and reinforcement learning [5] , and matrix factorization in image processing.
SCORE+: A refinement, especially for networks with weak signals
We propose SCORE+ as a refinement of SCORE, without losing its appealing features. Recall that
where the rank of the "signal" matrix is K. SCORE+ is motivated by several observations about SCORE.
• Due to severe degree heterogeneity, different rows of the "signal" matrix and the "noise" matrix are in very different scales. We need two normalizations: a pre-PCA normalization to mitigate the effects of degree heterogeneity on the "noise" matrix, and a post-PCA normalization (as in the SCORE) on the "signal" matrix; we find an appropriate pre-PCA normalization is Laplacian regularization.
3 See Section 3.1 for more explanations.
• The idea of PCA is dimension reduction: we project rows of A to the K-dimensional space spanned byξ 1 ,ξ 2 , . . . ,ξ K , and so reduce A to the n × K matrix of projection coefficients:
Therefore, in SCORE, it is better to apply the post-PCA normalization to [η 1 ,η 2 , . . . ,η K ] instead of [ξ 1 ,ξ 2 , . . . ,ξ K ]; the two post-PCA normalization matrices (old and new) satisfy
In effect, the new change is to use the eigenvalues to re-weight the columns of
. See Section 3.2 for more explanations.
• In SCORE, we only use the first K eigenvectors for clustering, which is reasonable in the "strong signal" case, where all the nonzero eigenvalues of the "signal" matrix are much larger than the spectral norm of the "noise" matrix (in absolute value). In the "weak signal" case, some nonzero eigenvalues of the "signal" can be smaller than the spectral norm of the "noise", and we may need one or more additional eigenvectors of A for clustering. In Section 3.3, we have an in-depth study on the weak signal case; see details therein.
SCORE+. Input: A, K, a ridge regularization parameter δ > 0 and a threshold t > 0. Output: class labels for all n nodes.
• (Pre-PCA normalization with Laplacian).
where d i is the degree of node i. Obtain the graph Laplacian with ridge regularization by
Note that the ratio between the largest diagonal entry of D + δd max I n and the smallest one is smaller than (1 + δ)/δ. Conventional choices of δ are 0.05 and 0.10.
• (PCA, where we retain possibly an additional eigenvector). We assess the aforementioned "signal weakness" by 1 − [λ K+1 /λ K ], and include an additional eigenvector for clustering if and only if
(conventional choice of t is 0.10).
• (Post-PCA normalization). Let M be the number of eigenvectors we decide in the last step (so either M = K or M = K + 1). Obtain the matrix of entry-wise eigen-ratios bŷ
• (Clustering). Apply classical k-means toR, assuming ≤ K clusters.
The code is available at http://zke.fas.harvard.edu/software.html. Compared to SCORE, SCORE+ (a) adds a pre-PCA normalization step, (b) may select one more eigenvectors for later use if necessary, and (c) uses eigenvalues to re-weight the columns of
. In Section 3, we further explain the rationale underlying these refinements.
Numerical comparisons
We compare SCORE+ with a few recent methods: Orthodox SCORE, the convexified modularity maximization (CMM) method by [4] , the latent space model based (LSCD) method by [12] , the normalized spectral clustering (OCCAM) method for potentially overlapping communities by [16] , and the regularized spectral clustering (RSC) method by [13] . For each method, we measure the clustering error rate by
where i andˆ i are the true and estimated labels of node i. The error rates are in Table 2 , where for SCORE+, we take (t, δ) = (0.1, 0.1). For the three relatively large networks (Weblog, Simmons, Caltech), the error rates of SCORE+ are the best among all methods, and for the other networks, the error rates are close to the best. Especially, SCORE+ provides a commendable improvement for the Simmons and Caltech data sets. In Section 3.3, we show that the Simmons and Caltech data sets are "weak signal" networks, and all other networks are "strong signal" networks. Table 1 . For SCORE+, we set (t, δ) = (0.1, 0.1).
RSC [13] is an interesting method that applies the idea of SCORE to the graph Laplacian. It can be viewed as adding a pre-PCA normalization step to SCORE (but it does not include other refinements as in SCORE+). For three of the data sets (Simmons, Caltech, UKfaculty), the modification provides a small improvement, and for three of the data sets (Weblogs, Dolphins, Polbooks), the modification hurts a little bit. The performance of OCCAM is more or less similar to that of SCORE and RSC, which is not surprising, because OCCAM is also a normalized spectral method.
The error rates of CMM and LSCD are similar to that of SCORE+ in most data sets, except that CMM and LSC have unsatisfactory results for UKfaculty and Football, respectively. For the three small data sets (Karate, Dolphins, Polbooks), the three methods have similar error rates, with CMM being slightly better. For the three large data sets (Weblogs, Simmons, Caltech), SCORE+ is better than LSCD, and LSCD is better than CMM.
LSCD is an iterative algorithm which solves a non-convex optimization with rank constraint. Since the algorithm only provides a local optimum, the difference between this local optimum and the global optimum may be large, especially for large K. This partially explains why LSCD performs unsatisfactorily on Football, for which data K = 11. CMM first solves a convexified modularity maximization problem to get an n × n matrixŶ and then applies k-median to rows ofŶ . The matrixŶ targets on approximating a rank-K matrix, but for UKfaculty, the output Y has a large (K + 1)-th eigenvalue. This partially explains why CMM performs unsatisfactorily on this data.
SCORE+ has two tuning parameters (t, δ), but each of which is easy to set, guided by common sense. Moreover, SCORE+ is relatively insensitive to the ridge regularization parameter δ: in Table 3 , we investigate SCORE+ by setting t = 0.10 and letting δ range from 0.025 to 0.2 with an increment of 0.025. The results suggest SCORE+ is relatively insensitive to different choices of δ. In Section 3.3, we discuss further how to set the tuning parameter t. Table 3 : Community detection errors of SCORE+ for different δ (t is fixed at 0.10).
Computationally, SCORE and OCCAM are the fastest, SCORE+ and RSC are slightly slower (the extra computing time is mostly due to the pre-PCA step), and CMM and LSCD are significantly slower, especially for large networks. For comparison of computing time, it makes more sense to use networks larger than those in Table 1 . We simulate networks from the wellknown DCBM model [10] . In a DCBM for n nodes and K communities, we model the upper triangle of A as independent Bernoulli variables, with
and Ω = ΘΠP Π Θ, where P is a K × K symmetric nonnegative matrix, Θ = diag(θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ n ) with θ i > 0 being the degree parameters, and Π is the label matrix (i.e., the i-th row equals to e k if and only node i belongs to community k, where e k is the k-th standard basis vector of the Euclidean space R K ). For simulations, we let n range in {1000, 2000, 4000, 7000, 10000}, and for each fixed n,
• for c n = 3 log(n)/n and (α, β) = (5, 4/5), generate θ i such that (θ i /c n ) are iid from Pareto(α, β);
• fix K = 4 and let Π be the matrix where the first, second, third, and last quarter of rows equal to e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , respectively;
• consider two experiments, where respectively, the P matrix The error rates and computing time are reported in Table 4 (both error rates and computing time are the average of 10 independent repetitions). In summary, SCORE+ compares favorably over other methods both in error rates and in computing times, either for networks with "strong signals" or "weak signals".
Rationale of the refinements in SCORE+
Introduce a positive degree parameter θ i > 0 and a Probability Mass Function (PMF) π i ∈ R K for each node. Write
For a K × K nonnegative symmetric matrix P , we model the "signal" matrix in (1) as
The π i encodes node i's "membership." When all π i 's have the form π i = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) , it is the Degree Corrected Block Model (DCBM) [10] . More generally, node i can have a mixed membership, and it becomes the Degree Corrected Mixed-Membership (DCMM) model [9] . Let ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ K be the eigenvectors of Ω associated with K largest eigenvalues in magnitude.
Under DCBM, Jin [7] observed that
where {q 1 , . . . , q n } take only K distinct values in R K .
Without θ i 's, we can directly apply k-means to rows of Ξ i . Now, with the degree parameters, [7] considered the family of scaling invariant mappings (SIM), M :
for any a > 0 and x ∈ R K , and proposed the post-PCA normalization
The scaling-invariance property of M ensures {M(Ξ 1 ), . . . , M(Ξ n )} take only K distinct values, so that we can apply k-means. Two examples of SIM include:
• M(x) = (x 2 /x 1 , x 3 /x 1 , . . . , x n /x 1 ) , i.e., normalizing Ξ i by its first entry;
The first one was recommended by [7] and is commonly referred to as SCORE. The second one is a variant of SCORE and was proposed in the supplement of [7] . In the more general DCMM model with mixed membership, [9] discovered that the post-SCORE matrix is associated with a low-dimensional simplex geometry and developed SCORE into a simplex-vertex-hunting method for mixed-membership estimation. Interestingly, although each normalization in the scaling invariant family [7] works for DCBM, only the SCORE normalization produces the desired simplex geometry under DCMM.
SCORE+ contains three refinements of SCORE. We now explain each of them separately.
Why the Laplacian is the right pre-PCA normalization
The target of SCORE is to remove the effect of degree heterogeneity in the "signal" matrix Ω. However, the "noise" matrix
is also affected by degree heterogeneity and requires a proper normalization. We note that, since PCA only retains a few leading eigenvectors which are driven by "signal", the "noise" is largely removed after conducing PCA. Therefore, one has to use a pre-PCA operation to normalize the "noise" matrix.
Our idea is to re-weight the rows and columns of A by node degrees. Let D be the diagonal matrix where D(i, i) is the degree of node i. There are many ways for pre-PCA normalization, and simple choices include
•
Which one is the right choice? Given an arbitrary positive diagonal matrix H, write
The best pre-PCA normalization is such that, despite severe degree heterogeneity, the variances of all entries of the "noise" matrix are at the same order [8] . Under (4), by direct calculations, variance of (i, j)-entry of "noise"
At the same time, the node degrees satisfy
Therefore, the right choice is h i ∝ √ d i , i.e., we should use the pre-PCA normalization of A → D −1/2 AD −1/2 . For better practical performance, we add a ridge regularization. In [8] , we further explain with rigorous analysis. We show that this pre-PCA normalization, when combined with SCORE, leads to optimal rate of convergence of community detection and mixed membership estimation, while other choices such as A → D −1 AD −1 lead to sub-optimal performance.
Besides normalizing the "noise" matrix, the pre-PCA normalization also changes the "signal" matrix from Ω to D −1/2 ΩD −1/2 . However, the new "signal" matrix has a similar form to that of (4), only with Θ replaced by D −1/2 Θ, so the post-PCA normalization of SCORE is still valid.
Whyη k is the appropriate choice in post-PCA normalization
In the post-PCA normalization, SCORE+ constructs the matrix of entry-wise eigen-ratios usinĝ η 1 , . . . ,η K , where eachη k isξ k weighted by the corresponding eigenvalue. There are many ways of weighting the eigenvectors, and simple choices include
Why do we choose the first one?
We briefly explain it in Section 1.2 using the perspective of projecting rows of data matrix to the span ofξ 1 , . . . ,ξ K . We now take a different perspective. Recall that L δ is the regularized graph Laplacian, by [1] , the first-order approximations of eigenvectors arê
Intuitively speaking, since each ξ k has a unit-norm, the "noise" vector
ξ k is at the same scale for different k; it implies that the noise level in different eigenvectors is proportional to 1/λ k . This meansξ 1 is less noisy thanξ 2 , andξ 2 is less noisy thanξ 3 , and so on. By weighing the eigenvectors byλ k , the noise level inη 1 , . . . ,η K is approximately at the same order.
In most theoretical studies, λ 1 , . . . , λ K are assumed at the same order, so whether or not to re-weight the eigenvectors does not affect the rate of convergence. However, in many real data, the magnitudes of the first a few eigenvalues can be considerably different, so such a weighting scheme does improve the numerical performance.
When we should choose one more eigenvector for inference
In SCORE+, we retain M eigenvectors in the PCA step for later uses, where
For the 8 data sets in Table 1 , if we choose t = 0.1 as suggested, then M = K + 1 for the Simmons and Caltech data sets, and M = K for all others. The insight is that, if a data set fits with the "strong signal" profile, then we use exactly K eigenvectors for clustering, but if it fits with the "weak signal" profile, we may need to use more than K eigenvectors. Our analysis below shows that the Simmons and Caltech data sets fit with the "weak signal" profile, while all other data sets fit with the "strong signal" profile. We illustrate our points with the Scree plot and the Rayleigh Quotient. Let ∈ R n be the true community label vector, and let
For any vector x ∈ R n , define normalized Rayleigh Quotient [6] :
where Total Variance, Within-Class Variance, and Between-Class-variance are
2 ), respectively (x is the overall mean of x i andx k is the mean of x i over all i ∈ S k ). Rayleigh Quotient is a well-known measure for the clustering utility of x. Note that 0 ≤ Q(x) ≤ 1 for all x, Q(x) = 1 when x = , and Q(x) ≈ 0 when x is a randomly generated vector. Figure 1 : A typical "strong signal" dataset (Weblogs, left panels) and a typical "weak signal" dataset (Caltech, right panels). The top two figures display the absolute eigenvalues. We observe there is a relatively large gap between |λ K | and |λ K+1 | in a "strong signal" profile and a relatively small gap in a "weak signal" profile. The bottom two figures display the Rayleigh Quotients Q(ξ k ). We observe that Q(ξ k ) for k = K + 1, K + 2, . . . are all small in a "strong signal" profile but some of these RQ's are large in a "weak signal" profile.
Fix δ = 0.1. Letλ 1 ,λ 2 , . . . ,λ K+1 be the first (K +1) eigenvalues of L δ with largest magnitude and letξ 1 ,ξ 2 , . . . ,ξ K+1 be the corresponding eigenvectors. Below are some features that help differentiate a "strong signal" setting from a "weak signal" setting.
• In the scree plot, we expect to see a relatively large gap betweenλ K andλ K+1 when the "signal" is strong, and a relatively small gap if the "signal" is relatively weak.
• In a "strong signal" setting, we expect to see that the Rayleigh Quotient Q(ξ k ) is relatively large for k = K, but are relatively small for k = K + 1, K + 2, etc. In a "weak signal" setting, we may observe that a relatively large Rayleigh Quotient Q(ξ k ) for k = K+1, K+2, etc., and Q(ξ K ) can be relatively small.
The points are illustrated in Figure 1 with the Weblog data and Simmons data, which are believed to be a typical "strong signal" dataset and a typical "weak signal" dataset, respectively. Note that as the first eigenvector consists of global information of L δ and it alone does not have much utility for clustering. Therefore, the corresponding Rayleigh Quotient Q(ξ 1 ) is usually small. In SCORE (e.g., (3)), we useξ 1 for normalization, but not directly for clustering. Table 5 shows the Rayleigh Quotients of all 8 datasets. We found that the (K + 1)-th eigenvector contains almost no information of community labels, except for Caltech and Simmons. This agrees with our findings that Caltech and Simmons fit with the "weak signal" profile.
How to choose between K = M and K = M + 1? The scree plot could potentially be a good way to estimate how much information is contained in each eigenvector. If K-th and (K + 1)-th eigenvalue are close, it's likely that the (K + 1)-th eigenvector also contains information. To measure "closeness", we propose to use the quantity 1 − [λ K+1 /λ K ] with a scale-free tuning parameter t = 0.1. This seems to work well on our datasets. See Table 6 
